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The squeezing generated in a lossless nondegenerate parametric ampli6er with pump quantization
has been numerically simulated in a previous paper [G. Drobny and I. Jex, Phys. Rev. A 48, 499
(1992)]. They report squeezing in a quadrature of up to 90%. We give analytic and numeric results
that show that the quadratures studied by Drobny and Jex do not exhibit squeezing if the standard
technique of homodyne detection is employed. This is simply shown by a calculation that reveals that
the variance in both quadratures is equal for all times. On the other hand, if homodyne detection
is not used, the variance would oscillate at the optical carrier frequency —hence, squeezing would
be unobservable. %le believe that this illustrates the importance of using analytical and physical
checks of computer-generated results.
PACS number(s): 42.50.Dv
Drobny and Sex have reported the behavior of squeez-
ing in the lossless nondegenerate parametric amplifier
with pump depletion using numerical techniques [I]. For
an initial coherent state in the pump mode with an am-
plitude of p = 3, they have reported squeezing in this
system. However, they use a quadrature operator dif-
ferent to that used in an earlier approximate study by
Crouch and Braunstein [2].
In this Comment, we wish to point out that there is
no squeezing possible in the Drobny and Sex quadra-
ture operator if the usual homodyne detection is used
[3]. On the other hand, a mathematically consistent but
nonstandard definition of the quadrature operators was
used. These operators involve a phase that oscillates at
the optical carrier &equency, thus periodically sampling
all phase quadratures. Drobny and Sex suggest that their
technique will give the envelope of maximum squeezing
[4]. This is only true if the ratio of the optical carrier
frequency to the nonlinear coupling constant u, /K is suf-
ficiently large that all phases are sampled in a time much
shorter than the characteristic time scale of the evolution
of each phase quadrature. Using the approach of Crouch
and Braunstein [2], we consider an interaction Harnilto-
nian of the form
HI = ihK(aqa2C 1 2c)
where aq and a2 are annihilation operators for the signal
and idler modes, c is the annihilation operator for the
pump mode, and K is a real coupling coefficient. The
initial state is a vacuum state for each of the signal and
idler modes (i.e., a coherent state of amplitude 0) and a
coherent state of amplitude p in the pump mode, so that
o')=lo o~)
Without loss of generality, we may consider the coher-
ent amplitude of the pump, p, to be real. Thus, in the
number state representation, the coefFicients of the initial
state vector will only be real.
The time-evolution operator
ZU—:exp — HI (t ——ts)
can be written using the interaction Hamiltonian (I) as
U = exp[K(at, at2c —aga2ct) (t —tp)]. (4)
ay M aye a2 M a2e
moments of the form (a;), (a;), (a;a.);g~, and their com-
plex conjugates, must all be identically zero.
The following quadrature variances were studied in the
Crouch and Braunstein treatment:
[(ai + a~) + (a' + a2)]2 2
+2 [(a, —ai) + (a2 —a2)].
2 2
They report large amounts of squeezing in the Y2 quadra-
The use of only the interaction Hamiltonian in the ex-
ponent of the time-evolution operator directly implies
that homodyne detection is used for the detection of the
squeezed quadrature. This is the most commonly ac-
cepted method for detecting the required quadrature, al-
lowing a convenient continuous phase rotation between
orthogonal quadratures [3]. Using the number state
representation, this time-evolution operator can be ex-
pressed as a matrix composed entirely of real elements.
Thus successive applications of this operator to the initial
state matrix (which is itself entirely real) will generate
representations of the time evolved state with only real
elements. This property greatly simplifies the numerical
calculations. As we know how the operator evolves the
state in a number state representation, we know that all
the moments of the operators aq, az, a2 and a2, and their
products must be real. Also, because both the Hamilto-
nian and the initial state have an invariance under the
phase rotation
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Hg = hr(atbtc+ abet),
where a, 6, and c are the annihilation operators for the
signal, idler, and pump modes, respectively. This gives
rise to a time-evolution operator,
Ug = exp[—i'(atbtc+ abet)(t —tp)], (8)
which is applied to the initial state, (2). This application
generates complex state coefficients in the number state
representation, which complicates the calculation.
The above interaction Hamiltonian is used to investi-
gate the behavior in the following quadrature operators
used by Drobny and Jex:
d+ dt
Wi ——
ture using approximate analytic methods. We have veri-
fied this using numerical techniques [5].
Similar results were found by Scharf and Walls [6] (ex-
cept for some discrepencies at large pump amplitudes
[2,5]), and also in the degenerate case by various authors
[2,5,7,8].
The Drobny and Jex treatment of squeezing is unclear,
since they do not explicitly make the usual transforma-
tion to an interaction picture that allows a direct calcula-
tion of squeezing using homodyne detection [3]. We start
by analyzing their operators as though they were in the
standard interaction picture. Their interaction Hamilto-
nian is of the form
These quadrature operators can be obtained from a gen-
eral quadrature operator which introduces an arbitrary
phase P:
(ai —ia2)e' + (ai + ia2)e
where Wi —W(m/2) and W2 —W(0) are the quadra-
tures considered by Drobny and Jex.
The quadrature variance is de6ned as
W (P) = (W (P)) (W(g )) .
From (5), we see that all the moments in (W(P)) must
be zero. This leaves us with
+W (~) = (W (4')).
Using the quadrature operators defined in terms of the
operators ai and a2 we find the corresponding variances
are
b, W (P) = —[(aiai) + (a2a2) + 1+2(aia2)sin(2$)],4
(16)
where all the moments are real. Using the notation of
Drobny and Jex, Z" (P) = 4((b,W(g))2) —1, we have
found that for P = 0, 7r/2, which correspond to the
quadratures considered in (12) (and homodyne detec-
tion),
Zi —Z2 —(aiai) + (a2a2).
d —d~
W2 ——
where the operator d = (a+ b)/2.
For an initial state with p = 3, they report considerable
squeezing in the TV~ quadrature. To investigate further
the behavior of this system, we express the Drobny and
Jex operators in terms of the operators we have used in
the interaction Hamiltonian (1). Thus we have
This is clearly positive and no squeezing occurs. In fact,
as the variances in both the Wq and R'2 quadratures
are equal, there can never be any squeezing in either of
these quadratures, as this would violate the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle.
We have also run number state simulations [5] for an
initial pump amplitude p = 3 and looked at various dif-
~ Aa=ca~,
b=a2,
C=C.
(10)
This mapping is not unique, but is sufficient to make the
Hamiltonians identical.
We can now rewrite the operator d in terms of the
operators defined in the interaction Hamiltonian (1),
zan + a2
2
(ai + a, ) —i(a2 —a~)
(12)
The Drobny and Jex quadrature operators are therefore
i(ai —a, ) + (a2+ a, )
C)
Scaled time x
FIG. 1. A comparison of the quadrature variances AY2
(dashed curve) and that considered by Drobny and Jex, AWi
(solid curve), for a coherent pump amplitude p = 3 plotted
against a scaled time ~ = ~t. We find squeezing only in the
Y2 quadrature if standard homodyne detection is used.
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